
 
General Task Force Charge 

 
This document contains the general charge to the six task forces, a description of the final reports to be 
submitted in April, and a schedule of important dates. Each task force will also receive a specific charge, a 
set of guiding questions and considerations, lists of suggested background reading and institutional data 
that your group may wish to consult. 

Membership 

The Task Forces are constructed around six Strategic Dimensions—broad crosscutting achievement 
categories derived from the new vision statement. Because the most creative and powerful ideas emerge 
from a meeting of both fresh and experienced perspectives, we have inserted considerable organizational 
and experiential diversity into each task force.  

Each group will have two co-chairs, a working committee of approximately 10-12 members selected by 
the co-chairs, at least one Steering Committee member, a trustee, a Roundtable member, and an 
alumnus. Additional members will be added up to a maximum of 25. Working committee members will be 
expected to attend all meetings and execute some assignments. All task force meetings will be open to the 
community; agendas and minutes will be posted on the Strategic Planning website.
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General Charge 

The fact that many if not all of the six dimensions have figured in previous strategic plans should not be 
construed as an expectation for a duplicative plan. On the contrary, we have selected these familiar 
dimensions because each of them requires the kind of creative attention that will yield transformative 
solutions. In other words, the blueprints developed by each task force must contain a promise to re-draw 
the territory of its dimension. 

The final reports will consist of: 

1. A limited set of clearly worded goals that when fully achieved have a high likelihood of realizing 
at least one facet of the Dimension statement and thus providing progress towards the 
achievement of the new vision  

2. A short set of actionable initiatives, or strategies that will contribute to the realization of each 
goal. Each strategy should include:  

a. A rough cost approximation in which high = >  $5M; medium = $1M-$5M; and low =  
        < $1M 
b. Identification of likely loci of implementation  
c. Estimated time to implement strategies and achieve goals 
d. Priority (HML) of implementation with reference to other goals and strategies 

3. A rationale for each goal and its supporting strategies, including why they have been identified 
and how their impact on the Dimension and the university promises to be transformative.  

When complete, goals and strategies should be inserted into the Strategic Planning template, which will 
be distributed to co-chairs at the upcoming prep meeting. The rationales and an Executive Summary will 
accompany the table in a separate document not to exceed 10 pages. 

Operational Parameters 

1. No new initiative can compromise quality in another area (i.e., no robbing Peter to pay Paul).  
2. The new strategic plan is to be taut, purposeful, timely, and transformative.  
3. Remember that the more goals and strategies you recommend, the more they will compete with 

each other for resources (including time, dollars, and personnel). 
4. Avoid goals and strategies that could compete with those of other Dimensions. 
5. Where possible, entertain opportunities for cross-dimensional synergy. We encourage all task 

forces to develop goals and strategies with the potential of advancing multiple dimensions. For 

                                                           
1 Possibly subject to further modification. 



example, a goal developed by the Global Engagement Task Force might well serve a goal of the 
Student Success group. The Steering Committee will make the final decisions about placement of 
synergistic goals.  

6. In the case of the “Diversity” Dimension, we are asking each Task Force to take the opportunity 
to stitch into their final reports the principles underlying the  Inclusive Excellence Diversity 
Framework. 

Logistics 

 Administrative Assistants in the VPs’ offices will provide scheduling support for meetings. Lorrie  

 The Steering Committee member on each Task Force will take meeting notes. 

 Task forces may (in fact, should) request consultation from any group or individual at RIT. 

 All questions should initially be directed to Dr. Mayberry’s office. 

 Task Force meetings should be open to the community. 
 
Important Dates: 

 February 21  Prep meeting for co-chairs  

 Task Forces constituted February 24 

 March 17-19   Progress-to-date shared with Steering Committee & other TF’s 

 April 10-11  Co-chairs to make short progress reports to trustee core committees 

 April 28  Goals/Strategies templates due to Steering Committee 

 May 12  Final Report due to Steering Committee (Goals & Strategies linked to  
  Rationales 
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 May 13-June 15  Steering Committee synthesizes reports and community comments 

 July 10-11  July Trustee meeting focuses on emerging plan 

 September 8-22  Community opportunity for comment on draft plan 

 Sept. 22-Oct. 13  Strategic Plan finalized by Steering Committee 

 October 13-31  Final found of community discussion 

 November 13-14  Trustees approve plan 

 

 

 
 
 

http://www.rit.edu/diversity/inclusive-excellence-framework
http://www.rit.edu/diversity/inclusive-excellence-framework

